Cameron Diaz & Benji Madden
Display
PDA
Following
Celebrity
Wedding
and
Honeymoon

By Rebecca White
Cameron Diaz and Benji Madden have been happier than ever
after their celebrity wedding. According to UsMagazine.com,
the famous couple shared a smooch for the Kiss Cam during the
L.A. Lakers game. This was the pair’s first post-wedding
public appearance and their faces lit up as they noticed
they’d been singled out at the game. They giggled and shared a
tender kiss, showing off their celebrity love.

Cameron Diaz is in a permanent
state of happiness after her
extravagant celebrity wedding and
honeymoon
with
husband
Benji
Madden. What are three ways you can
keep your relationship exciting
when the wedding festivities are
over?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some of the excitement in a relationship and love can die down
after an exhilarating couple of months of being engaged and
then having a beautiful ceremony, celebrity wedding or not.
Keep in mind that your relationship needs nurturing, so make
things exciting after the festivities are over:
1. Little rituals: Small, little rituals like making coffee
for each other in the morning or going out to a game together
every now and then like Diaz and Madden do, can keep your
partner on their toes and excited. Consider leaving random
gifts around the house for your spouse to find or having small
gifts to delivered to him or her at work.
Related Link: Cameron Diaz and Benji Madden Tie the Knot at
Her Beverly Hills Home
2. Declare your love creatively: Keep a board up in the house
that says ‘I love you because…’ and take turns writing the
reasons each day. It’s a fun random surprise that is a nice
way to remember and acknowledge one another regularly.
Related Link: Cameron Diaz and Benji Madden Spend Celebrity
Honeymoon in Jackson Hole

3. Try something new together: Here’s some solid dating
advice: try something new every now and then! Whether it be a
new restaurant or a new activity, experiencing these things
for the first time with one another will make the date special
and memorable.
How do you keep your relationship exciting? Comment below!

